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The original wing of the Hill Grade School was built in 1872-73. 
It is located at the head of Main street on an eminence. Constructed of 
the local magnesium limestone, it measured 56 feet by 60 feet and was 
33 feet in height. It had a hip roof in the center with a belfry. There were 
two school rooms and two recitation rooms on the first story and a hall, 
two recitation rooms and an auditorium on the second.

The school was enlarged in 1889-90. The design of the original 
building had been influenced by the Roman-Tuscan mode of the Renaissance 
revival style and while the addition respects the building lines of the 
original it has been constructed with a more roughly finished stone and 
is less finely detailed. The addition covers the entire north facade of 
the old building. A 65 foot tower which is the dominating feature of the 
west facade was also erected at this time. The interior of the old 
school was remodelled, and though/the same functions were retained, the 
rooms were enlarged and each given a cloak room. The first story of the 
addition contained two rooms and a library. There was a high school room 
and two smaller recitation rooms on the second story. The superintendent's 
office was in the tower on the second story.

The 65 foot tower mentioned above is the central feature of the main 
facade. The tower projects forward from the building and there are arched 
entrances on its north and west faces. The entrances are built out from 
the tower, the voussoirs and keystone articulated and there are double 
wood doors with a transom. There are two windows on the western face of the 
second story of the tower. Above on the third story is one window 
centered on the stone pier separating the windows below. There are four 
small, narrow windows on the fourth story on each face of the tower. Over 
these windows, a large arched opening has been cut in each face. The 
tower is crowned with a spire and flagpole.

The original part of the building is located to the south of the 
tower. The exterior walls are random ashlar, and the corners and 
windows are quoined. There are four aligned windows on each story of the 
west facade. These windows are rectangular and have a hooded lintel 
with a dressed stone sill. The wide entablature is unembellished. The 
window lintels on the south facade are only plain blocks of dressed stone, 
but both the windows and corners are quoined. There are four aligning win 
dows on each story. There is a fixed metal fire escape from one of the 
second story windows to the ground. The east facade also had four aligned 
windows on each story. A fifth window on the second floor is above an 
auxiliary entrance added in 1889. The window details are similar to those 
used on the original part of the west facade.

The northern part of the west facade was erected in 1889. The exterior 
walls are limestone cut in the cyclopean style. There is a chimney cen 
tered on this portion of the facade and rectangular wood framed windows 
on each story to either side of it including the basement. A string 
course which runs around the original building above the basement windows 
has been continued on the addition. A grouping of four windows with a fused
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The Hill Grade School at Marion, now the oldest public school 
building in the state in daily use, was built in 1872-1873.

The first school house at Marion in 1865 was a log cabin, and after
1868 the school and courthouse shared the same building, the school
on the first floor and county offices on the second.

In 1872 it was decided to build a new school and a special election 
was held to determine the location. The site selected was on a hill 
above Mud creek and several blocks east of the business district. Bids 
were solicited in June and contracts awarded in early July. The rock was 
to be furnished by Leonard and Shanklin and a Mr. Hoops was to erect it. 
Stephen Jex would furnish the stone and do the cut stone work. In late 
July the contract for woodwork was let to S.T. Howe and R. Lacrone.

Approximately 15 to 20 men were employed on the construction. By 
November the masonry work was finished. In February, 1873, the contract 
for painting was let to Jack Widmeyer. Since a dance was held in the 
building on June 14, it presumably was finished by then. School opened 
in the new building in October, 1873. The local paper reported on 
November 29 that a 400 pound bell had been secured by Battey Bros., a 
local hardware dealer, for installation in the belfry. The cost of 
the building was about $15,000. An 1883 state history described the 
building as "the pride of the city."

Increasing enrollment and the expansion of high school classes 
created the need for an addition to the building in 1889. In the 
meantime another school had been built in the city so all students were on 
half-day schedules at the other building while construction was under 
way on the hill school.

Work began in the spring of 1889. Plans for the addition were 
prepared by Parsons and Son, architects, of Topeka. The general 
contractor was H.C. Kable of Marion. Although scheduled for completion 
by September, the work wasn't done until several months later. Some 
departments moved in late November and the new high school was fully 
occupied in January.

This school building is one of Marion's most historic buildings. It 
has been adapted to serve different purposes, as a grade school, a high 
school, again a grade school, and now as an administration building. As 
far as can be determined, it is the oddest public school building in use 
in Kansas, and it has long been a source of pride and a landmark to 
Marion citizens
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lintel is centered on the north facade. Another slightly larger window 
is centered on the remaining wall space on either side. The wall steps 
back slightly for another face with three aligned windows on each story and 
an oblique metal fire escape from the second floor. The addition has 
four rectangular windows and projects forward on the eastern facade. The 
joint between the original building and its addition is bridged by a 
chimney which breaks the entablature. An auxiliary entrance to the 
building is located slightly to the south of the base of the chimney. 
This entrance is arched with voussoirs and a keystone.

The roof is hipped and has been covered with wood shingles.

Modern additions have included a new door on the east facade, a 
few window air conditioning units and a concrete block entryway to the 
basement on the south facade.

A $200,000 interior remodeling project is underway as this nomination 
is being prepared.
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When it was built in 1873, the building was commonly referred to as 
the "New School." After the addition it became the "New High School." 
Later it became the "Hill Grade School" for the obvious reason that it 
was located on a hill. Presently it is known as the "Administration 
Building." Since it was known as the Hill Grade School for an extensive 
period, that name was selected as the preferred name.


